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ABSTRACT 
 
Title of Dissertation:  Safety in Fishery Sector of Pakistan – Exploratory Research  
Degree: MSc 
 
Fishing is the prime source of the livelihood for the population living in the coastal areas of 
Pakistan and a major sector of exportation. In the year 2015-16, the fish product exports in 
foreign exchange recorded 325 US Million Dollars. This sector provides direct employment to 
an estimate 400,000 fishers and 600,000 peoples in related industries.  
 
Despite the importance of fisheries for Pakistan, the supervision of the activity seems 
defective particularly in relation to safety at sea.  
 
The fleet is made of traditional small size wooden boat which often are below regulatory 
thresholds. In addition, fishers are not properly trained and educated on shore and 
familiarized at sea. The equipment on board such sea-going ships is below expectation in 
terms of Life Saving Appliance, Communication system and Fire-fighting devices. This lack of 
consideration on design, equipment held onboard including lack of training and familiarization 
affects safety and productivity.  
 
As per FAO/ Pakistan stock assessment report 2015, to establish effective co-management 
capacity for Pakistan marine fisheries, there is a clear need for stakeholders to build the 
efforts. This may improve all the shortcomings in the fishing sector. 
 
This study explores safety in fishing sector in Pakistan. A questionnaire has been conducted 
to explore the situation and identify main challenges and areas to improve. Non-registration 
of fishing boats is vital to ensure an appropriate control over the fishing fleet and support 
stock management and safety of fishing vessels. 
 
Key words: Fishers, enforcement, non-registration of fishing boats, safety 
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DEFINITIONS – FISHERIES TERMINILOGIES 
 
Nakuha/ Skipper – The person in command of a fishing vessel (primitive build) or in charge of 
the navigation   
Fishing Vessel - Vessel used for commercial purpose for catching fish, whales, seals, walrus or 
other living resources of the sea 
Radio Installation - means radio equipment 
Owner - Persons or companies to whom the fishing vessel belongs 
Gross Tonnage - In relation to tonnage of vessel, means the gross tonnage of the vessel as 
registered under this Ordinance 
Biomass - The total weight of fish in a stock, added together   
Catch - Generally means the amount of fish caught and landed 
Landings - All of the fish brought ashore. They do not include the discards  
Discards - The discards are the fish thrown back into the water after they are caught   
Fishing effort - This is a measure of the amount of fishing.  It is usually recorded in units like 
"boat days" or "trap hauls".   
Quota Management - Managing the fishery by specifying exactly how much fish to take from the 
water, stock by stock 
Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY) - The biggest and so the best catch taken every year   
Overfishing - Catching so much fish that it reduces stock size and future catches 
Stock - Population of fish of one species found in a particular area, which is used as a basic unit 
for fisheries management.  All fish in a stock share similar growth and migration patterns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Definitions are extracted from Professor Neil Bellefontaine, class lectures at WMU, 
Pakistan Marine Shipping Ordinance 2001, and FAO glossary. 
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CHAPTER 1 
SAFETY IN FISHERY SECTOR OF PAKISTAN - EXPLORATORY RESEARCH 
 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Brief Overview 
Fishing is considered one of the hazardous profession of the world. According to ILO’s 
Occupational Safety and Health it is estimated that 24,000 fatalities occurred globally per year in 
fisheries. It is envisaged that fatalities rate may be at higher side in developing countries due to 
lack of proper data maintenance of injury report/ documentation. Ratio varies from 300 to 585 
fatalities per 100,000 occupational fisher at different developing countries (FAO, 2017). In Asia 
fishing profession in fatalities at workplace is at high ranking due to the risk involved (Brown, 
2013).  
As fishing in Pakistan is vital for coastal areas, the study of its safety is important to ensure 
participation of fishers in sustainable fisheries. 
 
Fishing in Pakistan 
a. The Coastline. Pakistan is located at the Northern part of the Arabian Sea. The 
coast line is extended to 1004 Km, with the number of bays, landing sites and harbours. The 
coastal area is segregated in two regions or zones in topographical features, one NW region 
or Makran Coast and other is commonly known as Sindh Coast or SE region (Marine 
Fisheries Sector in Pakistan Developmental Strategy, 2016). The broad continental shelf is 
located in front of Indus delta which is considered a natural growth hub for spawn. Due to 
Indus drain area is enrich in shrimps, fishes and invertebrates.  
b. Fish Harbour. Four main harbours and nine primary landing sites are located 
along the coast. Karachi harbour amongst the other main fishery harbours namely Korangi, 
Pasni, and Gawadar is considered largest fishing harbour, where approximately 80% of the 
mechanized fleet unloaded catch (Hornby, Khan, & Zylich, 2014). Mainly, the fleet comprises 
of traditional wooden fishing boats with limited navigational abilities, communication and 
safety equipment. Large number of boats is remove areas where fisheries administration is 
absent. The absence of supervision results in lack of data collection and awareness by 
administration towards. Indeed, fisher’s safety issues are unknown. Moreover, due lack of 
cooperation between fishers and administrative bodies, non-reporting culture creates further 
problems and affects ability to address such issues.  
 
According to FAO/ Pakistan Marine stock assessment report, 2015 “Pakistan’s marine fisheries 
are fully exploited to over-exploit. Fishing efforts has been growing steadily in the number of 
fishing vessels, mechanization and increased time at sea. Control and reduction of fishing efforts 
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is required to stop the over-exploitation and significant reductions in fishing efforts will be 
required to have any expectation of rebuilding the most valuable of the marine resources”. 
Despite this recent study by the FAO and MFD, the situation of fishers remains insufficiently 
known.  
 
Safety of Fishers in Pakistan 
The assessment of occupational incidents/ accidents is difficult due to non-availability of 
consolidated data. Currently, no fisheries management authorities is keeping authenticated 
record specific to safety. However, according to the annual report of Pakistan Bureau of 
Statistics as shown Table -1, still the ratio of occupational injuries in fishing industry can be rated 
on top (ICEC, 2015). 
Table – 1 Occupational Injuries – Percentage distribution by major Industries in Pakistan   
Occupational Injuries/ Diseases – Distribution by Major Industries (%) in Pakistan 
Type of Injury 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2012-13 Ranking 
Agriculture, 
Forestry, Fishing 
40.94 46.84 50.43 50.52 49.8 49.1 1 
Manufacturing 15.21 12.72 13.96 12.8 15.8 13.3 3 
Construction 14.55 14.93 14.54 14.3 13 15.2 2 
Source:   (ICEC Congress Proceedings 2015 - Sustainable Development) 
Generally, the occupational safety of the fisher is a neglected corner. The state of fish stock 
attracts more the attention of international and national bodies.  
In Pakistan, economic constraints drives fishers to operate unsafe boats in bad weather with 
degraded navigational aids, missing lifesaving appliances, lack of communication and limited 
training.  Moreover, safety culture remains low. Fishers have long working hours and bad 
working conditions. Risk assessment is systematic and use of safety gears very poor. In addition 
the absence of familiarization jeopardizes fish operation.  
Traditionally the prime responsibility of safety lies with the owner, skipper and fisher as per ILO 
Convention 188.  
Lack of enforcement affects safety. The following factors contributes to trade off the fisher’s 
safety: 
a. Fishing Vessel Owner – Does not provide sufficient resources and adequate equipment 
to skippers. 
b. Fishing Vessel – In term of construction, boat design, installed navigational aids, outfits, 
lifesaving appliances, gear used, emergency and safety equipment. 
c. Fisher and Skippers – Individual competencies and skills, lack of training and 
familiarization and motivation.  
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d. Other elements – Insufficient regulatory framework and enforcement, poor and 
destructive fishing practices, economic pressures, operating sea conditions and location. 
The present study intends to assess the present situation of marine fisheries in Pakistan with the 
help of exploratory survey. The sole aim is to investigate the existing gaps in the fishing 
operations which directly/ indirectly affecting the fishing stocks and related industry. These gaps 
are predominately affecting the occupational health and safety of fishers. 
 
1.2 Objective of the Study 
As demonstrated by the FAO during the 31st Session of the Committee on Fisheries (COFI) in 
June 2014, there is a link between safeties at sea, forced labour and IUU fishing (FAO, THIRD 
SESSION OF THE JOINT FAO/ IMO, 2015). So, by investigating the safety of fishing activities in 
Pakistan, the aim is not only to support social improvement but also to promote better fisheries 
management for Pakistan.  
The main objective of the study is to examine the present situation of marine fisheries in 
Pakistan. The broad purpose is to highlight the existing gaps in the fishing operations which 
directly/ indirectly affecting the fishing stocks and related industry.   
In addition, the study will investigate the issues and challenges at federal and provincial levels to 
safeguard safety of fishers at sea.  
After the assessment, the main issues related to safety will be highlighted and a list of 
recommendation provided at the end of the work.  
 
1.3 Research Methodology 
In addition to literature support, this research has been drawn on qualitative method.  The data 
collection is made through an exploratory survey and interviews from officials of relevant 
organizations in Pakistan.  
Survey 
The on-site field survey has been conducted in coastal villages and Karachi fish port (Sindh). 
To acquire first-hand information, students of Karachi University (KU) were selected as part of 
field work. As to gather empirical data from the local fisher’s community, two teams were 
constituted with the help of KU student.  
Questionnaire survey forms were filled on the behalf of the author.  
Interviews 
Personnel interviews (Via Telephone and email) were conducted with fisheries representatives. 
The interviews were mostly related to occupational safeties, registration of fishing boats, surveys 
mechanism, SAR efforts and Lifesaving appliances onboard vessel.  
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Furthermore, guidelines have been drawn towards work in fishing convention in the light of 
international conventions/ codes/ recommendations of Food and Agriculture Organization for the 
United Nation (FAO), International Maritime Organization (IMO) and International Labour 
Organization (ILO). To catch the pinnacle of research numerous case studies have been brought 
in the discussion from International Maritime Authorities. 
 
1.4 Organization of Research Paper 
The paper is presented in six chapters. Chapter I is based on the introductory, with brief 
discussion on safety and non–registration issues. In Chapter II, the description of international 
instruments (FAO/ IMO/ ILO) related to safety of fishing boats with present status of Pakistan is 
covered. Chapter III indicates the organization involved in fisheries in Pakistan with federal and 
provincial mandate, it presents the existing national and provincial legislations regime 
implemented in Pakistan. 
 
Chapter IV and V are the main body of the study. They present the results of survey and 
interviews as well as a picture of fishing safety in Pakistan.  
Finally, the chapter V summarized the conclusion for safety of fishing boats and presents some 
recommendations based on international instruments requirements. 
 
1.5 Limitation of Study 
The study only addresses the safety of fishers in Pakistan. Therefore, the study does not cover 
the global situation. The focus was Pakistan and primary Karachi region.  
The questionnaire survey with fishers (covering owners, Skippers and crew) and interviews with 
fisheries management stakeholders were conducted. Name and designations of officials are kept 
confidential.  
The literature to review is often difficult to access. There is also a serious lack of data available 
on safety, causalities, number of fishers, training and registration of boats. However, to fulfill the 
gap, interviews and questionnaire survey supported the study however both methods possess 
their inherent and practical limitations. 
During the survey the primary aim was to collect data from the fishers who operates at sea, 
however, the survey which conducted in the fishing harbor has brought an over representation of 
owners. The time and resources constraints to perform the large scale survey remained 
dominant.  
Furthermore, the panel size of respondents was reduced possible due imprecise reply or 
misinterpretation by the panel either because of insufficiently prepared survey team of students.  
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CHAPTER 2 
INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS RELATED TO SAFETY OF FISHING VESSEL 
 
2.1 Selection of FAO/ ILO/ IMO Instruments Addressing Safety of Fishing Vessel 
In fishing operations safety, health and condition of services been provided to fishers are 
paramount elements. To develop and implement the sound strategies FAO/ ILO and IMO at 
various occasions are in close cooperation to solicited the codes/ guidelines to the fishery 
organization. In order to make a significant understanding of International conventions, codes, 
voluntary and binding having engagement with fishing operations/ activities with special focus to 
design, equipment and construction of small fishing vessels, it is considered prudent to briefly 
highlight the essential international regulations which are supported by many resolutions and 
recommendation in ensuing paragraphs: 
 
2.1.1 FAO Instruments  
2.1.1.1 Standard Specifications for the Marking and Identification of Fishing Vessel (FAO, 
1989) (Voluntary) 
The basic purpose is to generate a streamline marking for any type/ size of fishing vessel to aid 
safety at sea and fishing management for identification as per the requirement of International 
Radio Call Sign (IRCS). This scheme will elude the confusion in recognition of fishing vessels 
registry who likely to operate, in the coastal waters of the states other than the flag state. The 
marking shall be displayed on both sides of the superstructure or sail (if applicable), stern and 
bows be avoided (FTP.FAO, 2017). 
 
Pakistan Status: 
MMD Pakistan directs engraving/ painting of registration number prior issuance of new 
registration certificate to fishing boat. These specification needs to be streamlined as per IRCS.  
 
2.1.1.2  Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (Code) (FAO, 1995) 
The code of conduct of responsible fisheries (CCRF) is voluntary, however, part of code is 
mandatory. It sets outs the international objects for ensuring effective long term sustainability 
conservation, development, health and safety standards, addressing working and living 
conditions and management of living aquatic/ marine resources. To conserve biodiversity, taking 
into account the impact of fishing on ecosystem and fisheries. Article 8 of the code amplify the 
requirements of the fishing operations. Salient points of article 8 (fishing operations) are as 
follows (FAO, Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, 2017): 
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 States ensures that standards regarding health and safety should be adopted for 
everyone employed in fishing operations (art 8.1.5). 
 State should integrate fishing operations into maritime SAR system (art 8.1.6). 
 To enhance training, educational and professional skilled programmes (art 8.1.7). 
 States should maintain and keep records containing information about qualification, 
certifications of competency and services (art 8.1.8). 
 In the light of national legislation fishing gear should be marked so that owner be 
identified into account uniform and international recognizable marking (art 8.2.4). 
 Flag states should ensure and promote insurance coverage by owners/ charters of fishing 
vessels (art 8.2.8). 
 In the time of an accident to a fishing vessel or personnel injury onboard fishing vessel, 
respective flag state should if practicable, be communicated to IMO (art 8.2.10). 
 It is the responsibility of the state to ensure safety of human life and the IMO international 
regulations for preventing collisions at sea, 1972 for prevention of any damage and loss of 
any fishing related gear (art 8.4.1). 
 Owners, managers or charterers should ensure that fishing vessel be fitted with 
appropriate equipment as required by MARPOL 73/ 78 (art 8.7.2). 
 Responsible of fishing vessels should endeavor an effort to minimize the potential 
garbage through provisioning practices (art 8.7.3). 
 States should promote institutional framework to settle conflicts arise within fisheries 
sectors, users and coastal area users (art 10.1.5). 
 
Pakistan Status: 
Training of the fisher is responsibility of MFD which ceased since year 2000 due to financial 
constraints. However, mechanism of certification (Hull, LSA and engine) for newly constructed 
fishing vessel is in place by MMD, thereafter Sindh fisheries/ KFHA issue fishing permit. 
Competency certificate for Skippers and engine drives for GT 25 or upwards vessel is 
compulsory however, Renewal of certifications regime is bit reluctant due lack of inspection 
regime/ Human resource and good governance.  
 
2.1.2 IMO Instruments  
2.1.2.1 Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea 
(COLREGs), 1972 
These provisions establishes traffic rules at sea (Rule of the Road) concerning lights and shapes 
which are to be displayed every vessel. Other than the guidance in determining the safe 
navigation, speed, the conduct of vessel operating in or near separation scheme and risk of 
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collision, same rule also provide display of Shapes and lights for fishing vessels (IMO, 
COLREGs, 2017). 
 
Pakistan Status: 
Section 412 of Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance 2001, emphasis on observance of 
collision regulations to all Skippers of fishing boats. 
Provision of collision and accidents regulations are laid in Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance 
2001, at sea about fishing vessels not exceeding 200 GT (NASIRLAWSITE, Official Logs, 2013). 
 
2.1.2.2  International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), 1974 
SOLAS promotes safety at sea, moreover, specify minimum standards for construction, 
operations and equipment compatible for safety at sea. The resolution to cargo/ passenger ships 
of 24 m and fishing vessels lengths 45 m in more is applicable vide IMO maritime safety 
committee, 1985 to intact stability. Similarly in 1987, resolution adopted with recommendation for 
operational practices for submarines as to sublet any danger to fishing boat (FAO, International 
conventions and guidelines on safety at sea, 2017). 
 
Pakistan Status: 
To promote the safety regime, MMD conducts survey to access the stability of fishing boats on 
following occasions: 
 Issuance of new registration certificate.  
 Transfer of registration/ owner. 
 Major modification/ alteration of drawing/ design. 
Other than these occasions fishing boat is not inspected at any platform which enhances the 
chances of danger to life, property and sustained environment.  
 
2.1.2.3 International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watch 
Keeping for Fishing Vessel Personnel (STCW-F), 1995 
The subject convention desires to help promote the protection of environment, safety of life and 
property at sea. The skippers, masters, officer in charge navigational watch including 
responsible for main propulsion machinery of fishing vessel is 750 KW or above for a personnel 
serving on fishing vessel above 24 m in length and more. National provisions should prescribes 
penalties, suspension, withdrawn or cancellation of respective certificates for the prevention of 
fraud, if pose threat to marine environment, safety of life and property at sea. Salient points are 
appended below (STCW-F, 2017): 
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 The requirements for age, qualification, training, examination, medical fitness and service 
should meet the regulations at the time of issuance of certificate to fishing vessel personnel 
(Regulation 3.1). 
 If some clear ground met for doubt of poor watch keeping, assessment of the ability of 
fishing vessel personnel to maintained safe practices be ensured (Regulation 4.1). 
 Crew should be capable of through knowledge for LSA arrangements, Merchant ship 
SAR manual, and use of communication means in distress, Fire prevention drills, emergency 
procedures and boat handling with safe navigation at high / rough sea (Appendix to 
regulation 1 of STCW-F).  
Every personnel should satisfied the competent authorities prior certification regarding medical 
fitness particularly eyesight/ hearing and candidate should be not less than 18 years of age 
(Appendix regulation 2 of STCW-F).  
 
Pakistan Status: 
In Pakistan currently, any competency restriction, observance of competency examination, 
certifications (engine and operational competency) and training (safety, professional) of fisher by 
the competent authority appears non extinct.  
 
2.1.2.4  International Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue (SAR), 1979 
Subject convention establishes the plan covering the desired requirement for ship reporting 
system, SAR services and rescue of personal in distress. The recent amendment entered into 
force in 2006. These amendments covers joint developments in the form of International 
Aeronautical and Maritime Search and Rescue Manual. The convention defines essential tools 
such as organization, cooperation, operating procedures and ship reporting system for operating 
an SAR service. Salient Points are as under (IMO, International Convention on Maritime Search 
and Rescue (SAR), 2017): 
 Parties should accept and establish SAR regions/ specific area in close coordination of 
aeronautical services. Furthermore, process to improve the services (24/ 7), training 
(Proficiency in working and rescue) and communication facilities including provision of 
medical services (Chapter 2). 
 Maintenance of close coordination with neighboring states in the light of national laws, 
rules and regulations (Chapter 3). 
 MRCC and RCC should be kept up to date information/ communication which clearly 
spell out the guidelines/ operating plan to meet any distress round the clock (Chapter 4). 
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Pakistan Status: 
PMSA has been bestowed with the responsibilities for SAR at sea. Despite, PMSA is addressing 
number of SAR/ distress calls however, lack of suitable instruments with fishing boats often 
creates communication gaps/ time delay  which cause not only burden to the agency but also 
affect the safe operations.  
 
2.1.2.5 Torremolinos Convention, 1977 and the Torremolinos Protocol, 1993 on the Safety 
of the Fishing Vessel 
The subject convention adopted on the safety of fishing vessel for 24 m in length and above. 
This provide uniform principles/ rules concerning construction, fire protection equipment, stability, 
Lifesaving Appliances, water tight integrity, machinery/ electrical installation. The Cape Town 
agreement of 2012 includes exemptions to fishing vessels, emphasis on regulation of the safety 
of fishing vessels and expresses the assistance for implementation of subject laws. Moreover, 
convention emphasis on the use of fish finder, navigation equipment and mode of operations 
(FLAGADMIN, 2017). 
 
Pakistan Status: 
As per Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance 2001, every vessel above 24 m has to acquire 
safety certificate from MMD which is valid for five years. Moreover, under subject law, MMD 
supervise stability survey including safety devices inspection of fishing vessels above 12 m.  
 
2.1.3 ILO Instruments 
2.1.3.1  C188 – Work in Fishing Convention, 2007 (No. 188) 
In 2007, ILO in order to promote decent working, age and occupational health considering fishing 
as hazardous profession in comparison to other occupations promulgated the respective 
convention. It defines the minimum requirements of accommodation, food, medical care and 
social security. C 188, has to enter into force on this November 16, 2017. Salient points are 
appended below (ILO, 2017): 
 Fisher shall comply lawful orders of skipper catering the safety and health condition in 
professional judgment. Moreover, owner should facilitate on board safety related training (art 
8). 
  Minimum age for engagement of fishing operations shall not be less than 18 however, 
competent authorizes may authorize age 16 and 15 (if no schooling) for light work onboard 
subject to requisite training (art 9). 
 To perform duties, valid medical certificate attesting to physical fitness is considered 
mandatory (art 10). 
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 Fisher may follow sufficient rest period regime and safely manned navigation (art 13/ 14). 
 Owner should ensure that every fisher for the protection of work should have minimum 
agreeable written fishers work agreement (art 20). 
 Sufficient size, mitigation of excessive noise, vibration and quality be maintained by each 
member (art 26). 
 Each member in the light of national circumstances is to ensure social security protection 
to the ordinary fishers (art 35). 
 
Pakistan Status: 
Stock assessment report 2015 of Pakistan reported that high rate of various species are 
depleting due over fishing and unsustainable practices which may affect seafood supply chain. 
Currently no provincial law implies the provision of any social security protection and enforced 
decent working measures. 
 
2.1.4 Joint ILO/ IMO/ FAO Instruments 
 
2.1.4.1 Safety Recommendations for Decked Fishing Vessels of Less than 12 m in Length 
and Undecked Fishing Vessels (Voluntary) 
These recommendations constituted in joint collaboration of FAO/ IMO/ ILO in 2013 on the 
equipment, design, protection of the crew, training and construction of the fishing boat. It is 
pertinent that these recommendations are not substitute for national law and instruments. These 
recommendations should be adopted by the competent authorities to ensure safety of the vessel 
having regard to the size, area of operation and type of vessel. Its bounds competent authorities 
to consult with the owners/ fisher and all stakeholders involved in building, designing and 
equipment producers to ensure safety in all cadres. Salient points are as under (FAO I. I., 2012): 
 The competent authorities should satisfy suitable strength/ construction of hull as per the 
intended service of the fishing vessel. 
 All door hatches should maintain water tight integrity when exposed to harsh weather/ 
sea (art 2.9.1). 
 All wheel house window glasses of decked fishing vessels, exposed to the weather 
should use toughened safety glasses or equivalent for strengthening the safety (art 2.16.2). 
 Working spaces within enclosed superstructure should satisfy the respective competent 
authority (art 2.19). 
 Fishing vessel should meet the stability criteria at the time of in/ out hauling of nets/ 
fishing operation (art 3.7). 
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 Electrical/ machinery installations should in accordance with good marine engineering 
practice. Subject equipment should protected, installed and maintained so as not to endanger 
the life of crew and fishing vessel (art 4.1). 
 While installation/design of electrical systems efforts be made to minimize the risk of fire/ 
electrical shock when in use (art 4.11). 
 Fire retardant material should be used to decrease the risk of fire in case of proximity of 
heat (art 5.1). 
 The identification of potential hazard and consequent measures to gauge the risk. To 
minimize the hazards, the design of fishing vessel be made for safe working system including 
by utilizing technical/ organizational measures and training (art 6.1). 
 Clothing of the working members on deck should be capable of supporting the wearer 
including in possession of suitable floating device/ Life jacket while working (art 6.11.2).  
 Survival craft and launching appliances be available in working order for immediate use 
at all times when at sea (art 7.5.2). 
 Effective distress signals by day and night be satisfied through competent authority for 
every fishing vessel (art 7.9.1). 
 Safety and emergency procedure training on LSA, Survival Craft/ abandon ship, use of 
communication and firefighting be introduced (art 8.1). 
 Crew accommodation arrangement, structure and location should be place safe against 
exposed weather, heat, cold, noise, vibration, fumes and cold (art 11.1.3). 
 Competent authorities should capable to ensure that crew of fishing vessel is efficient and 
capable for safe navigation/ operations including training/ experience, minimized fatigue 
according to the type of fishing vessel (art 12.1). 
 Competent authorities should ensure recommended construction standards for wooden 
fishing vessel as vessel Annex II of these recommendations.  
 
Pakistan Status: 
The traditional wooden boats are still in use which are deficient in providing more safety to crew 
against weather, heat, noise fumes etc. Furthermore, insufficient educational institute at coastal 
village’s especially focusing to vocational training of fisher creates lack of awareness and 
minimal adherence of safety culture.  
 
2.1.4.2  Code of Safety for Fishermen and Fishing Vessels, Part A (Voluntary) 
With the collaboration of FAO, IMO and ILO, the code for safety for fishermen and fishing vessel, 
2005. This code provides guidance/ information to the fishermen education, training and 
guidance on the health and safety to direct national legislation for the development. This code is 
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not a substitute to the nationals legislations/ rules, it provide framing measures for improvement. 
This code encourages decked/ undecked fishing vessels of all size, these guide lines addresses 
competent authorities to improve safety standards in the small fishing vessels of even less than 
12 m in length (IMO, 2017). 
 
2.1.4.3.1 Code of Safety for Fishermen and Fishing Vessels, Part B (Voluntary) 
The purpose of Part B code is to provide information of fishing vessels of new decked with 24 m 
in length and above regarding design, equipment and construction. In addition it deals with the 
requirement of hull, stability, electrical and machinery installation along with catering safety 
aspect of fishing vessels in term of LSA, firefighting equipment’s, crew protection and radio 
telegraphy/ radiotelephony. This code of safety is voluntary and these provisions are not the 
substitute of international instruments and national legislation. The scope of these provisions is 
broader than the Torremolinos protocol to ensure the safety of fishing boats and crew. 
 
Pakistan Status: 
Currently for any fishing boats especially 12 m and less, no national and provincial law gives the 
provision to inspect (stability and machinery), placement of safety devices, crew accommodation, 
installation of suitable equipment catering MARPOL requirements and competency of crew. 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE FISHING ORGANIZATIONS/ INSTITUTIONS, LEGISLATION AND ENFORCEMENT 
REGIME IN PAKISTAN 
 
3.1 Brief Role and Functions of Fisheries Institutions in Pakistan 
To have a concise insight of the responsibilities, role and functions of fisheries administration in 
Pakistan working under federal and provincial government with pertaining legislation and 
regulations to govern the fisheries affairs are covered in ensuing paragraphs:  
 
3.1.1 Federal Institutions  
Under federal jurisdiction on the behalf of Ministry of Ports and Shipping, Marine Fisheries 
Department and Mercantile Marine Department, Ministry of Defense and Ministry of Interior & 
Narcotics control, the following agencies are active in supervision of fisheries activities at sea 
including registration, stock management, safety and SAR.  
Table 2:  Organizational Chart for Fisheries Stakeholders in Pakistan- Federal 
   
Source: Authors Description 
 
Marine Fisheries Department (MFD) 
Marine Fisheries Department under Ministry Ports and Shipping. MFD is responsible for 
development and management of fisheries resources in the best interest of the country (MFD, 
2017).  
Federal Institutes 
(Fisheries Related 
Stakeholders) 
Ministry Port & 
Shipping 
Ministry of 
Defense 
Ministry of 
Interior and 
Narcotics 
Marine Fisheries 
Department (MFD) 
 
Marine Mercantile 
Department (MMD) 
Pakistan Coast 
Guard (PCG) 
Pakistan Maritime 
Security Agency 
(PMSA) 
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Mercantile Marine Department (MMD) 
Under Ministry Ports and Shipping, MMD tasks are to register ships, ensure safety of navigation, 
life, property at sea/ inland water and protection of the marine environment in the light of national 
rules/ IMO conventions (MMD, 2017).   
Pakistan Maritime Security Agency and Pakistan Coast Guard 
Pakistan Maritime Security Agency supports law enforcement and SAR under Ministry of 
Defense (PMSA, 2017).  
Pakistan Coast Guard under Ministry of Interior and narcotics control protect the resources 
(coastal and sea), fulfil police duties and supports SAR (Army, 2017).   
 
3.1.2 Provisional Fishery Institutions     
Under provincial (Sindh region) jurisdiction following institutions performs the fisheries 
administrative functions to facilitate fishers. 
Livestock and Fisheries Department, Sindh 
The mandate of this directorate is to enforce the fisheries ordinance and acts. Regulates 
registration, licenses/ fish permits to fishing trawlers (Marine and Coastal water)/ fish meal 
factories and processing fish plants (SINDH, 2017). The main Objectives are as follows: 
Karachi Fish Harbour Authority (KFHA) 
KFHA provides facilities to support local fishing markets and sea food exportation (KFHA, 2017). 
 
Other Organization Supporting Fishing Sector  
Fisheries Welfare Organization / Fishermen’s Cooperative Society (FCS) 
FCS is the Non-governmental organization and established in 1945 by traditional fisher and boat 
owners. The main objective of organization is welfare of the fisher and families. 
(PAKISTANTODAY, 2017).  
 
3.2 Existing National Legal Regulatory Framework in Pakistan 
Exclusive Fishing Zone Act, 1993 
The act regulates fishing activities in Pakistani waters:  
a. Fishing licensing and fishing operations management. 
b. Fishing vessel subject navigational regulation. 
c. Guidance of Prohibited area and closed seasons. 
d. Forbidden use of dynamite, poison and illegal fishing. 
e. Application of Penalties in contravention to the policies in vogue including apprehension 
of fishing boats, gears and catch.  
The Marine Fisheries Department (MFD) is in charge of implementing and enforcing the act. 
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The Territorial Waters and Maritime Zones Act, 1976 
This act affects fisheries by considering:  
 Fishing operations should govern in the EEZ as per the provision of Exclusive Fishery 
Zone Act, 1975. 
 The protection and safety of marine environment, artificial island and other economic 
exploitation/ exploration. 
Whoever contravenes to respective provisions should be liable to imprisonment/ fine or both 
without prejudice to any other action (UN.ORG, 2017). 
Agriculture Produce (Grading and Marketing) Act, 1972 
The act establishes quality standards for fish and its by-products (WIPO, 2017). 
The Pakistan Animal Quarantine Ordinance, 1979 
This ordinance gives provision to harmonize the import and export of animal and animal related 
products. Its aim is to avoid biological risks that may be detrimental to trade and public health. 
(PAKLAWS, 2014). 
 
Sindh Fisheries Ordinance, 1980 
Sindh Fisheries Ordinance, 1980 amended in 2011, directs and regulate for sale, handling, 
processing, transportation and storage of shrimp/ fish for commercial purpose. Core regulation 
applicable in Sindh region, the regulations aim to enhance fisheries supervision by 
(SINDHLAWS, 2017):  
a. Applying Restriction on catching some species of fish. 
b. Regulated closed season for shrimp. 
c. Banning the use of Explosive or other noxious materials. 
d. Restriction of destructive fishing gears. 
e. Issuing license or permit for commercial and sports fishing. 
f. Issuing licenses to fish dealer and factory owners for sale/ purchase. 
g. Appling penalties and fines. 
  
Karachi Fisheries Harbour Authority Ordinance, 1984 
Karachi Fisheries Harbour Authority Ordinance regulates operation of harbor facilities (vessels 
traffic management, safety of vessels, maintenance and good government of harbor). In addition 
direct rules for penalties and confiscation of any illegal net, trap and cage with periodic inspection 
of ice plants, storage facilities and hygienic conditions of other associated processing plants. As 
per the ordinance KFHA to ensure standards of safety and hygiene inside the harbour 
(Sindhlaws, 2017).  
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Coastal Development Authority Act Sindh, 1994 
The purpose is to improve, develop and enhance the coastal area of the Sindh and to establish 
supervision. The main objective of subject act is to plan and develop fisheries, horticulture and 
livestock includes agriculture with the support of local government bodies/ departments 
(EXTWPRLEGS, 2017).  
 
Pakistan Environmental Protection Ordinance (PEPO), 1997 
The mandate is to conserve, protect and improve the environment including effluent, hazardous 
wastes, pollution (land, air, water and noise) and construction or operations of factories/ 
respective installation (WHO.INT, 2017). It defines functions and regulation for sustainable 
developments.  
 
Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance, 2001 
It provides federal regulations and national framework for functioning such as registration, survey 
and safety of maritime activities including fishing/ sailing boats in Pakistan. Salient points are 
(PAKISTANCODE, 2001): 
 Registration of all types of vessels including fishing vessels. 
 Survey instruction/ requirements and inspections. 
 Safety certificates and procedures including LSA. 
 Regulate lights/ shapes exhibited and observance of COLREG. 
 Requirement of duly certified certificate for skipper and engine driver for GT 25 m in 
length and above. 
 Investigation in case of accident or violation. 
 
3.3 Issue of Enforcement in the Preservation of Fish Stock  
FAO/ Pakistan resource appraisal report 2015, depicts overfishing of various species at 
alarming. Presently Pakistani marine resources are facing immense pressure and needs 
sustainable enforcement measures.  
The overfishing reflects lack of supervision on fisheries. According to the FAO/ Pakistan stock 
assessment report: “The conclusion is that the marine resources of Pakistan are over-fished and 
have been dwindling as ever-increasing fishing effort continues to take unsustainable harvests in 
an ongoing ecological disaster. The present law and approach to fisheries management in 
Pakistan’s marine fisheries reflects a dated strategy of top-down management, widely proven to 
be unworkable in virtually any fishery”. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SITUATION OF FISHING SAFETY IN PAKISTAN 
4.0 Introduction 
The 2015 FAO/ Comprehensive Assessment of Pakistan’s Marine Fisheries Resources report 
presents stock assessment status and fisheries management capacity as well as valuable insight 
in the fisheries sector (e.g. difficult co management of authorities, gaps in regulatory framework, 
etc.). 
The role of fisheries in Pakistan is vital. It ensures food security, income and jobs for about one 
million persons in coastal communities. In addition, fishing sector supports national economy via 
trade/ exportation which provides foreign currencies.  
Over 400,000 fishers are employed in the harvesting, mostly engaged in artisanal fishing. While 
the Government of Pakistan focuses on poverty reduction strategy, the poor knowledge and 
monitoring of fishing activities has depleted fish stock and hinder long term sustainable fishing 
plan/ activities. 
The 2015 stock assessment report considered those 30 years of unsustainable fishing activities 
has seriously affected fish stocks and caused overexploitation of numerous species. Presently, 
fishers cannot catch big fish anymore and mostly captured young/ small fish. It is not only 
affecting the resources but also the income of fishers (decreased by 50 percent). This situation 
increases the fishing efforts in order to compensate the losses and lead to indiscriminate and 
estimates that 50 percent of the marine catch is discarded in Pakistan). 
The peak of capture in Pakistan (as demonstrate in FAO/ Pakistan’s Marine Fisheries Resources 
to 2015, Figure 1) in the line with world state of marine fisheries reflected in figure 2 (FAO, The 
State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture, 2016) was attained during the 1990s and since then, 
the capture of fish stabilized or declined despite the fishing effort increase. 
Figure 1: Marine Capture Production - Pakistan 
 
 
   Source: (Extracted from FAO/ Pakistan’s Marine Fisheries Resources to 2015 Report) 
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Figure 2: World Capture Fisheries and Aquaculture Production 
 
 Source: (Extracted from FAO The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture Report 2016) 
 
Furthermore, the marine ecosystem suffer serious disturbances such as jellyfish’s proliferation. 
Unfortunately, as per marine fisheries report 2015, the law and approaches to management/ 
enforcement of regulations make fishery virtually “unworkable” (FAO/ Pakistan Marine Fisheries 
Report, 2015).  The key recommendations in 2015 FAO/ Pakistan Marine Fisheries report are 
the following:  
 Shift of top- down management approach for effective enforcement. 
 Effective co-management and effective communication among institutions. 
 Inclusion of advisory process in the decision making. 
 Capacity building of staff for regular monitoring of the fisheries activities. 
 Establish confidence in the fisheries organizations as to face the political pressure and 
favoritism. 
 Reduction of fleet by rational with targeted number. 
Despite the comprehensiveness of 2015 FAO/ Pakistan Marine Resource Report, the report 
focused on stock management, nearly omitting the situation of fishers are particularly their safety 
and accident rate.   
 
4.1  Lack of Consolidated Data on Safety in Fishing Sector in Pakistan 
Despite numerous cases of accident and death on fishing vessels reported by local and national 
newspaper, there is no consolidated data been maintained by fishing administration in this 
domain. This makes difficult to have an accurate overview of the situation in terms of accidents 
and causes.  
However, fatality data from 2016-2017 has been compiled from the record of Pakistan Maritime 
Security Agency Liaison Office, Karachi as tabulated in table 3.  The figures of death/ casualties 
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which occurred on board Pakistani fishing vessel needs additional cross-checking and still miss 
specific accidents cause and proper investigation.  
Table 3: Fisher Causalities at Sea in Pakistan (Karachi region only) – Year 2016-17 
S. No Registration Number Fishing Boat Name Decease Fisher Name 
1 12921-B Al- Zahid M Ishaq 
2 21226-B S.E Madina Abdul Aziz 
3 13212-B Al- Yousufi Baboo 
4 17678-B Al- Usmania Allah Yar 
5 12786-B Al- Bismillah Inamullah 
6 20921-B S.E Wahab Ibhrahim Khan 
7 21188-B Sultan Baboo Taj M 
8 19612-B Bismillah-II M Mufeez 
9 12741-B Al- Rehman Ramzan Khan 
10 11369-BFD Al- Shams Baboo Nazar 
11 11980- BFD Al Bahr UL Imran Jumma 
12 19000-B Hashmi Anwar e Mustafa Yar Khaskhely 
13 19789-B Al- Buraq Paacha Khan 
14 20766-B Al- Madina Imran 
15 13087-B S E Imran Moula Bux 
16 20871-B S.E Waqar Mehmood Baloch 
17 10376-B Al- Hafeez M Siddique 
 Source: (Pakistan Maritime Security Agency- Liaison Office at KFHA) 
 
In order to enhance safety in Pakistani fishing fleet, key data are required: (1) the number/ type 
of fishing boats (2) the number of fishers and training and (3) the number/ type of accidents/ 
incidents:  
 At present, the Maritime Mercantile Department from the Ministry of Port and Shipping is 
in charge of registration of ships, including fishing boats. However, the present registration 
system is not accurate which hinder an estimation of the existing fleet. After an interview with 
a MMD representative, the person reported only two accidents for the last 5 years which 
seem far below the current situation.  
 The records of fishers are usually maintained locally. In the region of Karachi, it is the 
responsibility of “Karachi Fish Harbor” to record fishers. However, the present records seem 
also inaccurate.  
 Moreover, SAR and accident investigation performed by various entities such as MMD, 
PMSA, Pakistan Coast Guard, Pakistan Navy and local authorities are not consolidated and 
publically accessible.   
In such situation, it has deemed necessary to conduct an exploratory research via questionnaire 
to broadly estimate the situation.  
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In the other interview, with representative of WWF- Pak and MFD both individual highlighted that 
annually 10-15 deaths of fisher occurred due various reasons. No concerning fishery authority is 
maintaining any death toll and accidents investigation record, local newspapers are generally 
become primary source of information. 
 
4.2  Own Investigation – Survey  
The method to conduct this exploratory work has been a questionnaire. This method proves less 
time consuming and expensive than means such as interviews/ email/ phone. Despite its 
inherent limitations (discussed in next chapter), the pragmatic approach has the advantage to 
collect some empirical data on-site. The questionnaire is available in Appendix A.  
The data was collected on-site in Pakistan. To have desired results two teams were formed, one 
team underpinned by students of Karachi University, the area targeted was Port Qasim coastal 
areas/ villages such as Rehri Goth, Kakapir, Korangi Creek, Ibrahim hyderi and Port Qasim area 
(about 40 km from Karachi). The second team targeted Karachi fish harbor, Younusabad and 
Baba/ Bhit islands area.  
The two teams have been selected from 3- 18 July 2017 (15 day duration period). 
The active fishermen were approached to investigate the existing gaps in the occupational health 
and safety of fisher. Confidentiality has been granted to responders. In order to ensure the 
validity of data collected on-site, the researcher conducted a screening of each response. 
 
4.2.1 Limitation to the Survey 
 Panel size – 50 questionnaires were completed on designated sites however, after the 
validation, the panel size reduced to 40.  
 Overrepresentation of owners - Although the primary aim was to collect data from 
fishing operators at sea however, the survey was conducted in fishing harbor which lead to 
an over representation of owners. 
 Geographic representation – The focus of survey was kept on Sindh region only, 
therefore, it cannot be generalized to the country. 
 Unclear questions – While processing the screening of questions, following questions 
were having imprecise reply, misinterpretation or misunderstood by panel either because of 
insufficiently prepared study team in Pakistan or one reason can be envisaged that author 
was in World Maritime University, Sweden subsequently lack of control on-site remained 
dominant: 
o Part A Question 6 – What was your previous profession prior fishing? (Due to 
imprecision of data collection in the category of “Labour”. This question cannot 
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provide facts relevant to respective data. Consequently, the question has been 
disregarded). 
o Part B Question 2 and question 6 – (Q2) Do you have Evidence of Fishing Boat 
Registration? AND (Q6) Are you in Possession of Fishing Permit/ License? (The 
broad purpose to raise this pertinent question was to find evidences of registration on 
the one hand and about permits on another but it seems that responders were not 
able to distinguish between fishing boat registration and fishing permit/ license). 
o Part E Question 2 – What type of accident you have suffered at sea 
(misinterpretation by recorder of data or issue of translation has been noticed. 
Surprisingly, the question of fall overboard is not mentioned contrary to high number 
of sink/ capsize percentages by the panel). 
 Some other practical issues arises during the survey (some questionnaire fall in water 
and data difficult to read). 
 Lack of resources to perform larger scale survey and to motivate remote study team. 
 Lack of time. 
 
Therefore, this analytical study should not be taken as final verdict due the limitations mentioned 
above. As previously mentioned it can be considered as an exploratory one to support a large-
scale research on the topic. 
 
4.3 Method of Work and Screening of Responses 
The survey displays simple questions with a view to explore the challenges faced by the local 
fishery community in the form of registration, survey of boats, training, SAR and accidents at sea. 
Some questionnaires were not considered because: 
 Responses were inconsistent or inappropriate to the study. 
 Respondents unreadable. 
After screening, out of 50 survey questionnaires, 40 survey forms were validated.  
The screening also showed an overrepresentation of boat owner probably due to the location 
chosen by the on-site collector of data.  
Therefore, to limit the bias of the study, boat owner’s not-working onboard fishing boats have 
been separated from group of fishers operating at sea (group which includes also owner-fishers):  
 
 Category (CAT) 1 – defines “Owners” of the fishing boats, who in real sense are the 
private investors only and do not participate in fishing operations at sea. 
 Category (CAT) 2 – defines “Fishers” (including those owners who participate in fishing 
operations at sea) in the capacity of all type of active crew onboard fishing boats. 
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4.3.1 Part A – General Information  
4.3.1.1  Question 1 – Age Pattern of Fisher  
0
2
4
6
8
10
Under 18
Years
18-24
Years
25-35
Years
35-45
Years
51-60
Years
60+
Years
CAT 1
CAT 2
 Figure 3 – Age Pattern, Source: The Author Survey 
Description: The survey result indicates that maximum CAT 1 (Only Owners) are older that the 
fisher. The large number of persons appears in age varies from 35-45 years. No underage 
workers appeared (under 18). Moreover, no owner of boat is less than 25 years and no fisher 
has been observed over 60 + years. 
Analysis: Within our panel, underage crew (child labour) is absent from fishing vessel operation 
at sea. Fishers below 25 (representing the new generation) are very few. It seems that fisher do 
not perform the work after 60 years old.   
Main Issues: These trends show lack of attractiveness for young people. Present fishing sector 
relies on older workers. This might create gap in forthcoming years. Most of fishers are above 35 
years old (about 75 percent in CAT 1 and 60 percent in CAT 2). 
Owners over representation indicates that they are present in fishing harbor and may supervise 
the fishing operations as well commercial activities. 
4.3.1.2  Questionnaire 2 - Gender Representation 
Survey Participants Male Female Total 
CAT 1 and CAT 2 40 00 100 % Male 
Table 4 – Gender Representation, Source: The Author Survey 
Description: Results indicates that 100 percent marine fishing expedition been carried out by 
genders. 
Analysis: Based on results it can be analysed that males are dominate in the fishing and 
actively participating the fishing operations. In Pakistan women are actively participating in 
ashore jobs such as pre/ post-harvest fishing and weaving nets activities. 
Main Issues:  Lack of women access to boats. 
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4.3.1.3  Question 3 – Please indicate your position in fishing? 
 
Position Total Number Percentage 
Owner of Boat Only 17 42.5 
Owner and Nakhuda/ Skipper 8 20 
Nakhuda/ Skipper Only 8 20 
Crew/ Worker 7 17.5 
Other 00 00 
Total Number 40 100 
Table 5– Position in Fishing, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Description: Survey result indicates an over representation of fishing boat owners (Cat.1 as 
defined previously). The data also shows that 20 percent of responders are owners and 
Nakhuda/ Skipper. 
Analysis: The over representation of owner indicate their presence in harbor to control 
fishing activities.  
Main Issues: It can be envisaged that owners may manage crew operation on site. In addition, 
their presence makes them aware of their boat’s situation towards safety. 
 
4.3.1.4  Question 4 – Since when you are in fishing profession? (CAT 2 
Respondents only) 
Years of Expertise Total Number Percentage 
00-01 Years 00 00 
01-02 Years 01 4.34 
02-05 Years 04 17.36 
05-10 Years 10 43.34 
10+ Years 8 34.72 
 Table 6 – Fishing Profession, Source: The Author Survey 
 
 
Description: Overwhelm majority is constituted of more fisher having 5 years or more years 
work experience.  
Analysis: These responses reinforce previous comment about lack of new comers in fishing 
sector.  On the other side, because approx. 2/ 3rd of respondents have more than 5 plus years at 
sea. It means that boats are manned by experience crew which should benefit fishing operation. 
 
Main Issues: Attract of fishing seems low which may pose a problem for long-term sustainability 
of fishing sector. 
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4.3.3.5  Question 5 – What is the Length/ Size of Fishing Boat? 
Length/ Size Total Number Percentage 
00-16 Feet 10 25 
16-30 Feet 8 20 
30-36 Feet 17 42.5 
36+ Feet 05 12.5 
Table 7 – Fishing Boat Size, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Description: Most of fishing boats are below 36 feet (11m) in length. 
Analysis: It appears that most of the fishery community preferred medium size fishing boats 
may be due wooden construction. As 12m is a regulatory threshold, boat owners try to avoid 
operating ships of more than 12m. Very small boats (below 16 feet) may certainly be operated 
near the coast. 
Main Issues: Boats remain below 12m are not subject to numerous safety regulations. 
 
4.3.1.6  Questionnaire 6 – What was your previous profession prior fishing? 
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 Figure 4 – Previous Profession, Source: The Author Survey 
Note: Due to imprecision of data collection in the category of “Labour”. This question cannot 
provide facts relevant to respective data. Consequently, the question has been disregarded. 
 
4.3.1.7  Question 7 – Do you have written/ signed agreement with employer? 
Survey Options CAT 2 minus owners 
working as Skippers 
Percentages 
Yes 2 13.3 
No 13 86.6 
Table 8 – Agreement with Employer, Source: The Author Survey 
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Note: To establish a consolidated survey, boat owners working on fishing boats as skipper 
constituted of 8 in number has been subtracted from the CAT 2 state as to rational the study, 
only focus is kept on the number of fisher’s actually working at sea. 
Description: The response of the survey shows that 86.6 percent panel does not carry any 
form of written/ signed agreement with the employers. 
Analysis: Job security and protection are not provided to overwhelming majority of fishers 
despite national regulation requiring “written contract for workers” showing terms/ conditions in 
an organization (Standing Orders Ordinance, 2017). This lack of contract complicates the 
stability of the workforce and affect industrial relationships between owners and crew. In addition, 
without proper records it is difficult for the administration to verify number and name of crew 
members on fishing vessels and develop accident analysis.  
Main Issues: There is a need to review the work job in fishing and industrial relationships. 
4.3.1.8  Question 8 - Is your contract permanent or daily/ voyage basis? 
Type of Contract CAT 2 Percentages 
Daily/ Voyage Basis 16  69.44 
Permanent Employers 7  30.38 
Table 9 – Contract with Employer, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Description: Survey results indicates that high number of fisher’s ply as daily/ voyage basis 
contract (seemingly oral contract) in comparison to permanent employers. 
Analysis: Despite services in the commercial fishing are considered full time, currently 
enormous workers appeared as daily wages/ voyage basis which offers weak social protection/ 
coverage in term of occupational health, life, injury and it seriously affects job security and 
stability in the sector. 
Main Issues: Social insecurity prevails in the occupational which may affect safety in long term. 
 
4.3.1.9  Question 9 – Do you have any insurance coverage in case of accident? 
Survey Participants Yes No 
CAT 2 05 (21.7%) 18 (78.12%) 
 Table 10 – Insurance Coverage, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Note: Respondents confirming “yes” are:  2 boat owners/ skippers, 2 skippers only and 1 crew/ 
worker  
Description: 78.12 percent panel in CAT 2 do not have any insurance coverage.  
Analysis: It demonstrates the weakness of social protection. In case of accident or death 
the families may be left without any compensation. Therefore, it affects the community itself.   
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Main Issues: The Occupational health and safety instability may build deficient social bonding 
environment particularly in fisheries. 
 
4.3.2 Part B – Registration of Fishing Boat  
4.3.2.1  Question 1 - Is fishing vessel you are employed on registered with 
competent authorities? 
Survey Options CAT 1 CAT 2 
Yes 15 (88%) 18 (78.12%) 
No 02 (11.76%) 05 (21.7%) 
Table 11 – Fishing Vessel Registration, Source: The Author Survey 
Description: Survey result reflects maximum fishing vessels are registered with the competent 
authorities however, 11.76 percent in CAT 1 and 21.7 percent in CAT 2 fishing boats of various 
in size/ length are noted without undergone any registration. However, upon registration 
department query 12.5 percent indicated wrong departments. 
Analysis:   It appears that 80 percent boats are registered with Marine Mercantile 
Department (MMD) which is in charge of registration of fishing boats. However, interestingly, few 
dichotomies also revealed while answering about department from panel, about 12.5 percent 
fishing boat registration was claimed from various department such as Pakistan Custom, KFHA 
and MFD department other than MMD. This shows that in-addition to non-registered boats 
reported, other boats are also not properly registered.   
Main Issues: It seems that not all fishing boats are properly registered with governmental 
organization which is a serious issue because these boats cannot be regulated and supervised. 
 
4.3.2.2  Question 2 – Do you have Evidence of Fishing Boat Registration? 
Survey Options CAT 1 CAT 2 
Yes 12 (70.56%) 16 (69.4%) 
No 05 (29.4%) 7 (30.38) 
Table 12 – Registration Evidence, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Note: The broad purpose to raise this pertinent question was to find evidences of registration. 
Description: The results indicates that 30 percent of fisher are not in possession of any valid 
documentation evidence.  
Analysis: One third of the respondent during survey failed to produce any evidence of 
registration. This trend is particularly worrying and reflects improper supervision of fishing fleet.   
Main Issues: In line with the comments provided in the FAO/ Comprehensive Assessment of 
Pakistan’s Marine Fisheries Resources to 2015, the improper supervision of fishing sector seems 
a serious issue in the country for stock management as well as safety at sea. 
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4.3.2.3  Question 3 - Date/ Year of issuance of Fishing Boat Registration 
Registration State Total Number Year of Registration 
If Registered 19 2-5 Years (15.6%) 
5-10 Years (31.2%) 
10-15 Years (26%) 
15-20 Years (15.6%) 
20 + Years (10.4%) 
Not Registered 07 
Not Available 14 
Table 13 – Registration issuance Year, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Description: The survey result indicates that 50 percent boats are above 10 years old however, 
15.5 percent panel demonstrated under 5 years date of registration. 
Analysis: Trends depict that most of boats are old. It is a concern because the 
overwhelming majority of boats are made in wood and if not carefully maintained may cause 
serious risks. 
Main Issue: The old boats can be dangerous while in operation if not properly maintained. 
4.3.2.4  Question 4 – What are the main problems for the registration of fishing 
boats?  
In the response of the question, CAT 1 and CAT 2 respondents of the panel indicated the main 
problems. The following items constitute a consolidation of the response provided: 
 Complicated procedures and requirements require numerous visits to MMD office/ other 
respective stakeholders which are not only time consuming but also became extended 
process in case of deficiency of any document (CAT 1). 
 Policies may be followed in lenient way for those small boat owners who are in 
possession of structural modified boats including the fishing boats acquired and later on 
transformed from scarp / recycled ships (CAT 1). 
 Wavers be accorded towards the penalties for the late submission of documents/ 
certificates (CAT 1). 
 Sometime small clerical errors in the documents resulted in prolong process which effects 
the trip of fishing boats to the see. NOC or wavers be giving to the respective fishing boat 
during the process of registration/ inspections of certificates (CAT 2). 
 Disseminated information for registration is made simple for new comers and less 
educated fisher (CAT 2). 
 Cordial and friendly environment by competent authorities be developed for registration of 
fishing boats (CAT 2).  
 Frequent awareness programs or methods be tailored as to attract ordinary fisher from 
his busy routine (CAT 2).  
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Description: Only 17 percent of responders provided answers on issues related to 
registration of fishing boats 
Analysis: CAT 1 indicated the need to simplify complicated requirements and policies. In-
addition they require weaver towards penalties for mis-registration or late registration. However, 
CAT 2 requires more awareness and clarification in the mechanism. 
 
4.3.2.5  Question 5 – What do you suggest to improve the registration of fishing 
boats mechanism? 
In the response of the question, CAT 1 and CAT 2 respondents of the panel indicated the 
suggestions to improve registration mechanism. The following items constitute a consolidation of 
the response provided: 
 Registration of fishing boats may be executed as one window operations instead of 
several office visits for effective results (CAT 1). 
 Registration fee may be made negligible for poor fisher boat owner (CAT 2). 
 Requirement of the documentation may be promulgated in local language or made easy 
to understand. Furthermore, reachable to the uneducated fisher (CAT 2). 
 At the time of registration legal guidance may please be provided for clear understanding 
of the pros and cons (CAT 2).  
Description: The survey result appears that 10 percent panel of CAT 1 and CAT 2 responded 
to suggestion for improvement of registration process. 
Analysis: CAT 1 indicated that a single office should concentrate registration process to 
enhance compliance and save time. However, CAT 2 required language and legal assistance. 
 
4.3.2.6  Question 6 – Are you in Possession of Fishing Permit/ License? 
Survey Options CAT 1 CAT 2 
Yes 13 (76.44%) 16 (69.4%) 
No 04 (23.52%) 7 (30.38%) 
Table 14 – Fishing Permit, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Note: In Part B, as questions 2 and 6 requires to responders to demonstrate that boats are 
recorded both in MMD (registration) and fishing department (fishing license), the answers are the 
same (except small discrepancy in CAT 1). It seems that responders were not able to distinguish 
between fishing boat registration and fishing permit/ license. Therefore the below description and 
analysis have to be considered with care.  
Description: It seems that one third fishing boats operate without any fishing permit/ license. 
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Analysis: The Lack of fishing permit/ license by one third of panel contribute to IUU fishing 
activities. It seems there is a misunderstanding on registration and fishing permit. It indicates that 
boats are not properly registered and that registration process is not properly understood.  
 
Main Issues: It seems that numerous fishing boats do not comply the existing regulations on 
registration and fishing licenses. Moreover, these values are the indicators for inadequate 
supervision of fishing sector which may lead to an increase in IUU fishing. 
 
4.3.3 Part C – Survey of Fishing Boat  
4.3.3.1  Question 16 – Has your fishing boat been ever surveyed by competent 
authorities? 
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Figure 5 – Fishing Survey, Source: The Author Survey 
 
 
Description: 21.7 percent of CAT 2 claim that their boat has never been surveyed. Majority of 
respondent answer that boats were verify with last 2-5 years and over 5 years.   
Analysis: The trends indicate maximum percentage of the fleet surveyed over two years. 
 
Main Issues:  Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance, 2001 by MMD, recalls that fishing boats 
must be surveyed and certified regularly (the regulation does not provide clear requirements for 
ships below 12m). For vessels 12 meters in length and above should be certified for the period of 
two years.  
Furthermore, vessels above 24 m in length should have safety certificate. In addition this 
ordinance states that Custom and KFHA authorities while issuing crew list and fishing permit 
should verify the updated documents/ certificates of fishing boats.  
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4.3.4 Part D – Training and Safety 
 
4.3.4.1  Question 1 – Have you been trained in fishing operations at any school or 
institution? 
Survey Options CAT 2 Percentages 
Yes 4  17.36 
No 19  82.46 
Table 15 – Fisher Training, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Description: Survey result indicates that above 80 percent of fisher’s panel has not gone 
training in fishing operations/ skills from any institution. 
Analysis: The high trend of survey indicates lack of training mechanism for fisher. 
Interestingly, out of 17.36 percent having been trained, half of them highlighted the name of 
MMD as training institute. However, the authority in charge of training is MFD not MMD.  
 
Main Issues: Training is a serious concern in fishing industry. Any improvement of safety will 
begin by awareness of risks and safety measures by fishers themselves. 
 
4.3.4.2  Question 2 – Have you been familiarized with your work and Safety by 
Owner or Nakhuda/ Skipper Prior Fishing Operations onboard? 
Survey Options CAT 2 Percentages 
Yes 10 43.40 
No 13 63.44 
Table 16 – Onboard Familiarization, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Description: It appears that 63.44 percent panel is not familiar with assigned jobs safety. 
Analysis: Approximately 60 percent of panel has never been familiarized regarding safety. 
This also indicates the lack of safety culture and weak adherence of safe practices at workplace. 
Main Issues: This indicates that crew are non-familiarized with safety devices onboard the boat 
they work on. 
4.3.4.3  Question 3 – What are the safety related means or equipment’s onboard on 
your fishing platform? 
 
Equipment 
CAT 1 CAT 2 
Yes No Yes No 
Communication 10 (58.88%) 07(41.16%) 17 (73.78%) 06 (26.04%) 
LSA 13 (72.15%) 04 (23.52%) 19 (82.46%) 04 (17.36%) 
Fire Fighting 09 (49.95%) 08 (47.04%) 14 (68.32%) 09 (43.92%) 
Table 17 – Safety Equipment, Source: The Author Survey 
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Description: Equipment wise survey details are as follows: 
 41.16 percent in CAT 1 and 26 percent in CAT 2 has claim deficient of 
suitable communication means. 
 23.52 percent in CAT 1 and 17.36 percent in CAT 2 has reflected lack of 
suitable LSA. 
 Above 43 percent of panel in both category appears without suitable 
firefighting equipment onboard fishing vessels. 
 
Analysis: Article 446 of Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance, 2001 regulates that every 
fishing boat should carry LSA and Fire Fighting equipment irrespective of range/ size. The 
equipment must include lights, shapes and distress signals means in accordance with collision 
regulation. Concern about fire risks seems very low. Moreover, SAR coordination and support 
require communication systems which are not available for about a third of fishers. In addition, 
the quality of LSA should be questioned as operators indicated use of unreliable “inner tubes” 
instead of certified Life Jackets. 
Main Issues: Numerous boats seem not holding appropriate safety devices in term of type/ 
quantity/ quality. 
 
4.3.4.4  Question 4 – What are the main safety issues in your personal opinion 
towards improvement? 
The personal opinion about the safety issues in term of fishing boats and fisheries management 
were asked, CAT 1 & CAT 2 panel respondents as mentioned below: 
 Fisheries authorities should organize repair/ test facility for the LSA certification for fisher 
community (CAT 1). 
 Government of Pakistan should finance and ensure availability of safety equipment/ 
gears on low cost or on installments so that fishery community should not compromise on 
safety (CAT 1). 
 Fishery Authorities should make an effort to establish test/ refill facility of firefighting 
equipment moreover, standardize firefighting gears in accordance with the size/ crew of the 
boats may please be implement (CAT 1). 
 Due lack of suitable communication and other means at the time of power failure or in 
case of extreme emergencies, government should facilitate every fishing boat especially 
poor/ small fishing boats for availability of modern instruments to avail any SAR assistance 
well in time (CAT 1). 
 Fishery authorities should educate and develop awareness campaign on regular basis by 
highlighting the importance of life, property and environment (CAT 1).   
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 Most of the time fisher acquires Life jackets from scarp ships which often bulky, limited 
and expensive to acquire for all crew onboard (CAT 2). 
 Maximum number of boats and fisher are using non-standardized/certified safety 
equipment which is often degraded or redundant (CAT 2).   
 Most of the times de-flooding pump operates with the start of engine onboard wooden 
boat however, to keep spare de-flooding pump as to meet emergency is the question of 
option due to high price, competent authorities/ welfare organization should support fisher 
(CAT 2).    
 Availability of certified and reliable Communication with group or nearby fishing boats in 
case of emergency is essential for assistance. At present, no standardized radio facilities or 
local manufactures support is available for efficient communication with shore (CAT 2).   
 Most of the fishermen community is uneducated to understand the effective safety 
awareness, fishery authority should distribute brochures/ safety magazine/ cards free of 
charge printed with pictorial images/ information’s in local languages (CAT 2).  
 
Description: 25 percent of panel from CAT 1 and CAT has responded to the main safety issues 
in the fishing boats. 
Analysis: Maximum respondents of CAT 1 panel indicated the need to establish the test/ 
repair facility of LSA and firefighting equipment including communication facility. Moreover, CAT 
2 panel demanded for the government support to bear the expenses of safety/ survival related 
equipment. 
4.3.5 Part E – Accidents and SAR Incidents 
4.3.5.1  Question 1 – Have you ever witness an accident at sea in the shape of 
personnel injury, collision, sinking/ capsizing or fire? 
 Survey Options CAT 2 Percentages 
Yes 14  60.76 
No 9  39.06 
Table 18 – Accident Witness, Source: The Author Survey 
 
Description: 60 percent of panel appears as witness of an accident during venture of fish at 
sea. 
Analysis: The high number indicates that the occupation remains particularly exposed to 
risks.  
Main Issues: The situation of fisheries in Pakistan needs in-depth investigation to reveal the 
extent of accident. Therefore, consolidation of data is a must. 
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4.3.5.2  Question 2 – What type of accident you have suffered at sea? 
Type of Accident CAT 2 Percentages 
Boat Sink/ Capsize 5  21.7% 
Personal Injury 3  13.02% 
Fire 1  4.34% 
Collision 2  8.68% 
Float/ Drift 1  4.34% 
Grounding 00 00 
Overload 1  4.34% 
No Accident 10  43.4% 
Table 19 – Type of Accident, Source: The Author Survey 
Note: As this survey questionnaire was an open question, misinterpretation by recorder of data 
or issue of translation has been noticed. Surprisingly, the question of fall overboard is not 
mentioned contrary to high number of sink/ capsize percentages by the panel. The lack of 
subject data also shows the problem in the estimation of person overboard which is not properly 
recorded despite evidences that this type of accident is the most important one in active fishing 
operations. 
 
4.3.5.3  Question 3 – Have you ever rescued any one/ crew at sea? 
Survey Participants Yes No 
CAT 2 9 14 
Total Percentage 39.06 60.76 
Table 20 – Rescue ant Crew, Source: The Author Survey 
Description:  The study responses provided that 39 percent panel has rescued any crew at sea 
during fishing operations. 
Analysis: The high involvement of fishers in rescue operation demonstrates their ability to 
support their colleagues and also the difficulties of SAR operations (particularly lack of 
communication systems).   
Main Issues:  Stringent measures related to safety standards and communication systems are 
necessary to facilitate SAR operations. 
 
4.3.5.4  Question 4 – Do you have any idea who is responsible for SAR operations?  
Survey Options CAT 2 Percentages 
Yes 16  69.7 
No 7  30.38 
Table 21 – Responsible for SAR, Source: The Author Survey 
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Description:  30 percent of the respondents in the panel indicated lack of knowledge for SAR 
services responsible at sea.  
Analysis: One third of the respondents were unable to name SAR service provider. 
Main Issues: This also gives an alarming indicator about lack of information between fishing 
communities and SAR management systems. 
 
4.3.5.5  Question 5 – Please write any Suggestions to improve the mechanism?  
In the response of the question, CAT 1 and CAT 2 respondents of the panel indicated the 
suggestions.  The following items constitute a consolidation of the response provided: 
 Documents for registration of non-registered boat which doesn’t possess the builder 
certificate is often not accepted by the MMD department. Weaver on subject document which 
display stability condition of respective fishing boat may please be accorded as it may 
facilitate the fisherman community (CAT 1). 
 Competent Authorities should ensure positive measures in the form of medical care, 
health related issues and provision of first aid training to every active fishermen (CAT 1).  
 Government should develop a financial mechanism to offer small loan on lenient basis so 
number of fishermen can have escape from investor/ third party debt or high rated 
commission system which will not only reduce the race for fish but also reduce the financial 
burden on the ordinary fishermen (CAT 1). 
 Though FCS is responsible for provision of welfare activities to the fishermen in case of 
any unforeseen incident, however, generally this mechanism is often suspended or limited 
too due favoritism. Same needs to be extend to facilitate all fishermen (CAT 1). 
 Keeping in view the lengthy and hard requirements often create communication gap due 
poor literacy level. In this regard legal support may encourage the respective fishermen to 
register the fishing platform to the competent authority (CAT 2).   
 The lack of uniform issuance of certificates, fish permits and other required 
documentation including crew list from different stakeholders, sometimes makes this 
mechanism difficult to follow in true letter and spirit. To facilitate one window operation be 
regulated to reduce the turn over time at harbor (CAT 2).   
 Mobile teams under the supervision of MMD department should visit time to time to 
monitor and to facilitate owners whose fishing boats are unregistered at far coastal villages 
(CAT 2).  
 Often fishing trawlers boats crosses the zones/ limits of provinces in the hunt of targeted 
fish which lures to other fisher too due weak enforcement mechanism (CAT 2).   
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 It is a common practice that nakhudha/ skipper on voyage basis commission contracted 
for boat due to absence of any standardize inspection regime limited or negligible safety and 
survival equipment been available onboard this catastrophe manifold risk factors at sea (CAT 
2).   
Description: The 22.5 percent respondents from the panel of CAT 1 and CAT 2 indicated the 
suggestion to improve the fisheries mechanism. 
Analysis: CAT 1 panel indicated the weavers in registration of boats which acquired from 
recycle and good governance towards welfare issues. However, CAT 2 of panels reacted for 
sound enforcement of regulation for harmonized balance in the fisheries therefore to mitigate 
safety risk. 
 
4.4 Conclusion of Chapter 
The efforts in the shape of this exploratory survey were undertaken in limited time frame and 
resources. Because of limited panel and region (Karachi region only) including over 
representation of the owners in the survey, same needs to be verified by large scale survey. 
However, the results of this limited study unveil numerous blatant issues related to registration, 
employers’ agreement, survey/ certifications of fishing boats, lack of trained crew/ nakhuda and 
high ratio of death toll.  Despite limited investigation, it seems there is a need to develop and 
enforce regulation for sustainable fisheries and improvement in safety of fisher at sea.  
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CHAPTER 5  
CONSIDERATIONS ON REGISTRATION/ PERMITS, SURVEY/ CERTIFICATIONS, SAFETY 
DEVICES AND COMMUNICATION USING DATA FROM EXPLORATORY SURVEY AND 
INTERVIEWS IN PAKISTAN 
5.1 Registration and Fish Permit 
5.1.1 Registration 
Registration of fishing vessel provides rapid identification of a vessel. The four most significant 
objectives of registration are (1) to derive national policy (2) helps in monitoring the fishing 
activities (3) revenue generation and (4) regulates safe fishing operations at sea. Registration 
implies gathering information on fishing boats: their number and characteristics including area of 
operation. Furthermore, same provides estimation about type of catches, rate and frequency of 
voyage at port. 
Purpose of Registration 
The fundamental function of registration allows fishing management authorities to execute critical 
decisions and also supplement a management tool including market output control, fishing efforts 
and load distribution. Furthermore, fisheries authorities can exercise control on IUU fishing. 
Agency in Charge 
In Pakistan, MMD under the mandate of Ministry of Ports and Shipping, process the registration 
of fishing boats. Under Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance 2001, registration of every fishing 
boat is mandatory however, chapter 2 section 15(b) exempt fishing boat not exceeding GRT of 
thirty tons (NASIRLAWSITE, The Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance, 2001, 2013).  
Registration Process 
For the registration of new fishing boat, MMD requires following documents (MMD, Procedure of 
Registration of New Fishing Boats/ Crafts, 2017): 
Documents 
 Application for the registration. 
 Declaration of ownership (attested by oath commissioner). 
 Declaration form builder. 
 Citizens of Pakistan certificate. 
 Engine purchase receipt.  
Actions 
 Address verification. 
 Measurement of boat, survey of engine and fee deposit. 
 Issuance of registration number after payment of fee. 
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 Tape holder to submit engrave or painting of registration number (Registration certificates 
for above 12 m fishing boat will be issued after survey of LSA/ Firefighting Appliances). 
 
After validation of abovementioned documents, MMD surveyor enters the information in the 
record. During the interview representative of MMD informed that since April 2008, computerize 
record of fishing boats is maintained. 
 
Registration and Inspection 
Inspection of fishing boat by MMD officials on following occasions: 
 Issuance of new registration certificate.  
 Transfer of registration/ owner. 
 Major modification/ alteration of drawing/ design. 
Presently, In Pakistan, the current registration mechanism does not effectively contribute to the 
general goal of fisheries management. According to the FAO/ Pakistan marine fisheries report 
2015 evidence, the absence of comprehensive monitoring tool as to provide suitable information 
on fish catch, voyage details, area and efforts of fishing boats resulted in the failure of fisheries 
management policies.  
5.1.2 Consequences of Registration and Non-registration 
Non registration of fishing boats is one of the alarming problem in Pakistan because according to 
FAO, it has the following consequences (IMO F. , 2015). 
 Stimulate unfair market competition. 
 Leads negative impact to others. 
 Open threat to food security. 
 Socio-economic stability.  
 Reduction in productivity of coastal habitants. 
 Negate the sustainable management of fisheries.  
According to author view, non-registration fishing boat reduces monitoring abilities and 
management possibilities. 
As per FAO, in Pakistan IUU fishing issues related to poaching are from Indian and Karachi 
based fishing boats (IMCSNET, 2007). Moreover, according to WWF-Pak, approximately 300 
fishing boats carrying dual nationality (Pakistan and Iran which is contrary to 
national/international law) conducts IUU fishing. WWF- Pakistan estimated that 50 Million USD 
loss has been occurred to tuna fish smuggling (Khan I. , 2015). 
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 Approximately 600 Indian vessels conducted IUU fishing other than non-registered boats, 
caused 8 billion PKR revenue loss in first four month of 2016 to the national treasure (DAWN, 
Illegal fishing by Indians causes multi-billion-rupee losses to Pakistan, 2016).  
 
Situation of Registration  
During the exploratory survey and interviews, various government representatives indicated the 
record of registered boat at respective institutions as follows: 
Table 22:  Record of Registered Fishing Boats in Sindh Region Only 
S. No Institutions Record Remarks (If any Period) 
01 Mercantile Marine Department 8039 Till to date in Sindh region 
02 Marine Fisheries Department  12301 Till Year 2016 in Sindh region 
03 WWF- Pakistan 8310 2011 Consensus figures for Sindh region  
Fishing boat registration for fishing permits issued in Sindh province 
04 Karachi Fish Harbour Authority 
(KFHA) 
(Fishing license) 
2900 
(since 
1995) 
Operates from KFHA; 1350 recorded 
operational in year 2016  
05 Livestock Sindh Fisheries 
(Fishing license) 
850 Newly registered during 2013 to 2015 
time period only 
Source: (Compiled from the interview conversation with representatives – Year 2017) 
Following analysis can be deducted: 
 MMD is the prime institution for the registration of fishing boats in Pakistan however, the 
record indicates only 8039 fishing boats from Sindh region till to date are registered. 
 KFHA since 1995 as per directive of Sind Fisheries Ordinance 1980, has registered 2900 
boats, the results indicate only 28 percent are registered with KFHA (which is only accounted 
harbor in Karachi region). It can be estimated that 60 percent of the fishing fleet is not 
considered. 
 Directorate of Livestock Sindh has also claimed for registration of 850 boats from 2013-
2015. It seems lack of consistency in registration process in the Province and lack of 
harmony between both the institutions in Sindh.  
 MFD fishing boats record indicates that 12301 boats are maintained with the department 
however, these figures conflicts with the fishing boats (ie 8039) record of MMD. So, two 
federal institutions are providing conflicting figures.  
The inconsistency in fishing boats registration needs immediate attention and close coordination 
to address the unsustainable practices and support safety enhancement. 
In addition, considering the proximity of Gaddani ship breaking yards, numerous life boats have 
been bought and used to fishing operations. These boats do not have proper documentation for 
registration.  
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However, during email exchange, a MMD officer reported the following on the question about 
fishing boat registration in Sindh: “Total 8039 fishing boats are registered till date in Pakistan. 
Since April 2008 we are maintaining records of computer.” Concerning the registration of former 
lifeboat used in fishing, the same officer replied: “Number of unregistered fishing boats are not 
known to our department.” 
Upon question on number of non- registration boats, representative of MFD replied:” In Sindh, 
fishing boats operating from Karachi fish harbour are being registered by KFHA only. The fishing 
boats operating from other landing center in Sindh are not registered by Sindh government/ 
fisheries department”. 
Furthermore, Pakistan Marine fisheries report 2015, highlight that over 25% artisanal fishing 
boats belongs to rural areas are not registered due lack of routine registration in villages this 
figure supported the survey results.  
To estimate the gap between registered and non-registered fishing boats, survey results 
provides an indication that about 21 percent of fishing boats are improperly registered or not 
registered.  
Need to Improve the Situation 
The number of registration issues needs to be addressed as soon as possible.  Because it 
affects fish stock management and IUU fishing, State income, safety at sea and fair competition. 
Better coordination among fisheries institutions and strict monitoring is necessary.  Moreover, 
study results also suggest that registration process should be simplified and clarified to ordinary 
fishers.  
 
5.1.3 Fishing Permit 
The basic purpose of the fishing permit is to regulate the fishing operations at sea after 
registration. It also serves the purpose to define fishing zones. Operations limits are 12 nm with 
buffer zone up to 35 nm. 
Agency in Charge 
Sindh fisheries ordinance 1980, amend 2003 directs provincial government of Sindh to execute 
and enforce the provincial law. In the past, livestock and fisheries department of Sindh due to 
lack of HR relinquished the issuance of fish permit to KFHA. However, currently both institutions 
are issuing fishing permits. This indicates poor coordination between the institutions.  
 
Need to Regulate Permits Issuance to Manage Fisheries 
The application of fishing permits regulates the fishery management. It is a monitoring tool. 
Without proper control of permits, fisheries management cannot operate efficiently. 
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Need to Improve the Situation 
During an interview MFD representative mentioned that several meetings has been taken to 
discuss the registration/ fishing permit issues. However, no consensus reached between the 
provincial authorities.  
In the survey, about one third of responders said they do not possess valid fishing permits. This 
is a sign of ineffective fishing licenses issuance system. It is also an indicator of inadequate 
supervision of fishing sector which may lead to an increase in IUU fishing.  
Moreover, during an interview, Mr. M. Moazzam Khan - Technical Advisor (Marine Fisheries) to 
WWF-Pakistan, claimed that approximately 300 fishing trawlers in Pakistan are having dual 
registration of Pakistan/ Iran. So are operating in both countries. However, it is difficult to 
determine if it is boat registration or fishing license. This area needs further investigation.    
 
5.2  Survey of Ships and Certification 
Effective survey regime ensures proper maintained fishing boats in term of equipment, 
instruments and crew competency. In Pakistan, traditional wooden fishing boats design and 
construction are not regulated. Subsequently, they may be unsafe, particularly when not 
maintained and to occupational safety and health of fisher.  
Interestingly, one reason for the lack of adherence of survey/ inspection regime is because no 
national policy/ law comprehensively covers fishing boats. The survey indicates that half of the 
fishing fleet is above 10 years of life. Aging phenomenon is usually detrimental to safety. This 
lead fisher to accidents at sea. 
Rule for Survey In Pakistan  
Section 442 of Pakistan Marine Shipping ordinance 2001, instruct the fisheries stakeholders to 
supervise survey and certification regime. Any boat above 12 m in length is applicable to acquire 
certificate of inspection prior ply to sea at interval of two years. The inspection certificate specify 
following salient requirements: 
 Fishing boats specifications and owner, skipper and engine driver details 
 Engine type, condition of hull and machinery 
 Maximum crew to carry 
 Particulars of LSA, fire protection appliances, navigations lights and shape and distress 
signal 
However, no national/ provincial law regulates survey inspections for boats below 12 m. 
Agency in Charge 
Under the Pakistan Marine Shipping ordinance, 2001, MMD carries out survey of fishing boats 
capable to ply fish at sea.  
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Present Situation  
Currently, stability survey of fishing boat is only conducted at the time of registration by MMD. 
During an interview, MMD representative replied that no survey inspection other than routine 
registration survey is conducted. He further recommended establishing annual inspection 
mechanism for better results.  
While during interview, on question survey/ inspection of fishing boats, Mr. Moazzam Khan - 
Technical Advisor (Marine Fisheries) to WWF-Pakistan replied: “MMD has the mandate to look 
into the seaworthiness of fishing vessel but they have no regime in Baluchistan and their role is 
limited in Sindh. The provincial fisheries department may also take this responsibility provided 
they are trained and mandated”.  
Furthermore, the survey results show that majority of fishers had no clue about the department in 
charge of inspection and certification (12.5 percent respondents appeared in the survey). 
Need to Improve the Situation  
Strict regulations about inspection requirements and fishing department coordination would 
support betterment of safety standards. This will help in regularizing the regime and trends for 
any tradeoff between occupational safeties will reduce. 
 
5.3 Training and Familiarization 
Training gives a chance to crew of the vessel to enhance their ability to identify risks and develop 
safety measures and awareness.  
Training is conducted onshore and familiarization emplace onboard. Familiarization needs 
skipper awareness about safety issues.  
 
Agency in Charge of Training for Fishers  
In Pakistan, MFD is responsible to train fishers.  
According to Mr. Moazzam reply on fishers professional training question: “Training is a 
provincial subject but since Government of Sindh asked federation to undertake training, 
therefore, with the help of Asian Development Bank, a training center was established in Karachi 
which has serious shortage of manpower and facilities. Training programs are required to be 
made mandatory by giving them a legal cover, however, certification will not be possible in near 
future considering the dynamics of fisheries of Pakistan”. 
On the same question, representative of MFD reported: “Fisheries Training Centre was 
established in 1993 with the assistance of ADB. It was brought to regular side in 1994-95 and 
providing short term trainings: 
• Onboard handling, preservation of fish catch 
• HACCP training for seafood industry 
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• Design/ construction & fixing of TED in shrimp trawl net 
• Special training for PMSA, Pakistan Coast Guard personnel 
• Introduction of CCRF, IUU fishing, types of fishing boats/ gears 
• 666 different stakeholders were trained in different fields in 2016”. 
For fishing vessel of more than 25 m, Pakistan Marine Shipping Ordinance 2001, defines the 
compulsory certification for skipper and engine driver.  
Finally, considering lack of facilities and regulatory support, no fisher acquires safety abilities 
such as survival and firefighting techniques.  
Current Situation 
To compare the state of MFD training imparted (constitute of 666 personal) with the number of 
fishers who are directly involved to marine harvest (0.4 millions) is consider inadequate 
moreover, in the survey it appears that 82 percent fisher has not undergone with any sort of 
training.  
In-addition, Mr Moazzam of WWF- Pakistan on question to adherence of safety onboard fishing 
vessels, he replied:” Safety at sea is not given due attention in Pakistan. Even laws are not clear. 
There is a need to review safety requirement of Pakistani fishing fleet and adequate laws are 
required to be made. In addition, need for regular training program are required to be made. 
Marine Fisheries Department used to conduct safety at sea training but since no legal cover for 
safety at sea was provided, therefore, these training were discontinued”. 
Furthermore, situation become more catastrophic as no formal familiarization regarding safety at 
work is asked to the crew at sea. Survey results indicates that 60 percent crew shows lack of 
safety culture and weak adherence of safe practices at workplace. 
Need to Improve the Situation 
The small-scale training in the form of workshops and event by MFD is considered insufficient as 
compare to the total number of fisher involved in direct harvest. It is considered imperative that 
competency skills and safety training of fisher should be revitalized by MFD including basic 
courses such as personal survival techniques, fire prevention and elementary first aid.  
Training of skippers is a must to raise their awareness and ensure proper familiarization onboard 
fishing boats. Moreover, safety training and fishing technique will provide better sustainable 
result towards catch handling, processing and marketing. 
 
5.4  Safety Devices (LSA and Fire Protection Appliance) 
As per Pakistan Merchant Shipping Ordinance 2001, every vessel should carry suitable LSA/ 
Fire protection equipment. Vessel of more than 24 m must obtain a safety certificate from MMD 
which is valid for five years.  
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The representative of MMD has highlighted the minimum requirement of LSA/ Fire protection 
items for 12- 25 m in length of fishing boat during an interview are as follows: 
Table 23: Minimum requirement of LSA/ Fire protection items – Fishing Boat 
S. No Equipment/ Items Quantity 
1 Life Buoys 02 
2 Life Jackets (Any type) One for each crew 
3 Fire Extinguishers (9 Liters AFFF Foam) 02 
4 Sand Buckets 02 
5 Sand Box 01 
Source: (Extracted from an interview with MMD representative) 
The problem is that the overwhelming majority of fishing boats are below 12m in length. They are 
not properly regulated at federal level. In addition, no provincial law makes LSA and fire 
protection equipment mandatory onboard for sea going fishing boats. 
Responsibility to Supply Safety Equipment 
During an interview, KFHA representative highlighted that fishers usually acquire safety devices 
including fire protection appliances either used or from recycle/ scrap ships markets (Pakistan is 
one of the main ship recycling country in the world). Moreover, he mentioned that lack of 
regulations and non-availability of standardized test facility with fisheries management makes the 
situation difficult to control.  
Current Situation  
Survey results claimed that above 20 percent fishing boats does not carry safety devices. Few of 
them use non-certified equipment such as inner tubes instead of approved lifejackets. Moreover, 
above 40 percent does not carry any fire protection appliances. 
Need to Improve the Situation 
Despite Pakistan Marine Shipping Ordinance 2001, makes safety devices and safety 
certifications mandatory however, currently no provincial law supports the use of safety devices 
and installations. Clear regulations are needed to guide the administration and fishing industry 
toward safety.  
To decrease the fatality rates use of good quality and quantity according to size/ length of the 
boat is one of the way to improve the safety regime. MFD should support training and safety 
drills (Survival and firefighting). Furthermore, accident investigation to identify and later reduce 
the risk factors may be constituted under co-management of all stakeholders. 
 
5.5 Communication Systems and SAR 
The relation between communication and SAR represent significance importance to activate a 
quick response.  
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Purpose 
Communication means facilitate and reduce the risk factor during any SAR operation. To have 
effective communication network, fisheries authorities should develop a suitable network/ 
mechanism to encourage/impose communication systems on fishing boats according to their 
area of operation. 
Agency in Charge 
Pakistan Marine Shipping Ordinance 2001, article 422 comprehensively instructs federal 
government for establishment of maritime emergency and safety communication network. 
However, at present no provincial law governs the regular enforcement and provision for 
installation of any specific quantity and type of VHF/ HF radio/ communication.  
Responsible to provide SAR response, Pakistan Maritime Security Agency ensure radio-watch 
and organizes rescue operations (PMSA, Functions, 2017). The MRCC is manned 24/ 7. 
Purchase of Sets 
Mostly fishers acquire VHF communication sets from recycle ships market whose operability is 
also a question mark. Moreover, absence of suitable familiarization and training regime hinders 
proper communication in case of accident. 
Current Situation 
In the recent statement of honorable Minister in Sindh provincial assembly, he stated that 30 
percent of fishing boats are deficient of suitable VHF communication means (DAWN, KFHA 
provided no communication facility to fishing boats, 2017). According to our own investigation 
(survey), it appears that one third fishers lack any VHF communication means onboard fishing 
boats which limited the SAR support. Moreover, few fishers indicated the use of mobile phones 
near the shore.  
In addition, no fisheries law makes installation of VMS/ GMDSS based EPIRB or related 
equipment mandatory onboard fishing boats. 
The current situation in Sindh region reflects the weak netted communication system onboard 
fishing boats. The high ratio for provision of rescue efforts to fisher by PMSA at sea from year 
2010-14 are as follows: 
Table 24 - Rescue Fishing Vessels and Crew, (2010-14) 
S.NO YEAR No. OF VESSELS No. OF CREW 
1 2010 05 43 
2 2011 05 17 
3 2012 11 120 
4 2013 04 38 
5 2014 12 256 
GRAND TOTAL 37 474 
      (Source: Pakistan Maritime Agency website/ SAR; http://www.pmsa.gov.pk/sar.php) 
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Furthermore, survey on SAR response showed an involvement of fisher rescue efforts to 
colleagues to about 39 percent fishers. 
Need to Improve the Situation 
The absence of suitable communication sets and networks makes difficult to conduct SAR 
operations. Considering the communication as the basic mean of alerting mechanism for SAR, 
provincial government should implement standardize provision (towards network and training) 
and inspection regime to reduce accident/ SAR efforts.   
 
5.6 Conclusion of Chapter 
The results of exploratory survey and interviews highlighted the existing issued being faced by 
the fishers. These issues mainly related to improper registration, limited consistency in issuance 
of fish permits. Both affects risk assessment, fish stock management, IUU elimination.  
In addition, the lack of safety inspections related to stability, LSA, firefighting, communication and 
survival gear hinders the compliance of basic requirements.  
The lack of onshore training and onboard familiarization affect safety and increase discard fish 
rate. 
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CHAPTER 6 
RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSION 
6.1 Conclusion 
Numerous stakeholders, contributed to the study and provided data to estimate the current 
situation of occupational health vs safety of fishers in Pakistan.  
The need to coordinate administrative entities at national and provincial levels is a must to 
monitor, control and improve the management of fishery and to enhance the safety level of the 
fishing fleet.  
According to our survey and our findings, the following have been highlighted: 
 No provincial legislation for less than 12 m boats in term of any stability and operational 
aspect (fishing net type, LSA, navigational instruments) inspection and survey. The FAO/ 
ILO/ IMO guidelines and codes should be used to support the development of national 
regulations. 
 Presence/ usage of old fishing boats with fishers. 
 Weak enforcement of seaworthy inspection regime of fishing boats. 
 High rate of non-registration. 
 LSA, firefighting and communication are often missing on ships. 
 Nonexistence of standardized operability of LSA, firefighting and communication means. 
 Lack of frequent inspection of safety devices and operational fittings onboard. 
 Absence of safety communication net because of limited communication means.  
 Deficiency of any legislation for the use of recycled ship lifeboats as fishing boat. 
 
In-addition, study has also provided the insights that generally the fishers are working on voyage 
basis system which does not satisfactory obliged the national jurisdictions (Labour law) and 
increases the concerns for job security. The ratification in Pakistan of the ILO Convention 188 
would be beneficial to fishing management and fishers’ safety. 
Moreover, lack of training for fishers and non-adherence of familiarization at work aggravate the 
occupational safety of fishers. The enhancement of work conditions not only relates to OSH but 
also to social standards:  
 Mandatory written agreement for fisher is needed as well as regulations to promote ILO 
standards.  
 To enhance safety culture onboard fishing boats, skippers and owners need to 
understand the importance of safety in terms of compliance with national legislation but also 
to enhance productivity.  
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 Basic trainings for safety and fishing operation would support overall safety at sea and 
facilitate stock management. The ratification of STCW-F would support the development of 
such training and offer a good stewardship.  
Finally, continuous monitoring, enforcement and participation of all stakeholders in the 
development of fisheries management would support sustainable fisheries in Pakistan. 
 
6.2 Recommendations 
The active participation of local fishery community if netted with fisheries institutions can improve 
the policy making, research, development, calculation of fish catch, market flow, future planning 
and sustain coastal marine environment even with resources constraints.  
Salient proposed recommendations in the light of contemporary situation are: 
a. Registration of Vessel and Fishing Permits. Registration is paramount to control 
fishing activities and avoid IUU fishing. The registration of fishing boats in Pakistan must be 
properly reviewed and consolidated in order to possess a single and updated register of 
fishing fleet. It is expected that fishing permit will be issued in a consistence way. A single 
entity should issue such certificate and maintain fishing permits records. Moreover, permits 
should be issued only after the ship has been properly registered and inspected.   
b. Marking of Fishing Boats. Considerations for marking of the fishing boats on the top of 
the cabin/ wheelhouse may be engraved by competent authority in highly visible color to 
facilitate aerial rescue operations as per International Radio Call Sign. Such marking needs a 
well-functioning registration system.  
c. Marking of Fishing Gears. Provincial law is to be fabricated under the article III of Flag 
State Responsibility which enables fisheries management authorities to comply the marking 
of respective fishing boats life jackets, lifebuoys and other fishing gear. In addition, the 
marking of floating fishing net would have reduced Abandoned, Lost or otherwise Discarded 
Fishing Gear (ALDFG). 
d. Development of Consistent Regulations to Address Safety of all Fishing Boats 
(particularly those below 12m). Registration of every vessel support statistics and 
supervision of fishing effort. Development of provincial law for fishing boats less than 12 m in 
length will enable fisheries administration to bring these boats towards central record and 
survey inspection regime. These developments of consistent regulations will support safety of 
all fishing boats and facilitate fish stock management.  
e. Survey and Certification of Fishing Boats. Regular inspection to verify compliance with 
regulations. 
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f. Boat Design. To execute safe measures during the construction of wooden fishing boat 
and to minimize the safety hazard, competent fisheries management authorities should 
promulgate under mentioned proposed guidelines: 
 Boat design should be amended/ improve by providing suitable space for crew for 
rest as to ensure decent working. 
 All technical aspect may be improvised as per the requirement of international 
safety standards.  
 Boat builders training workshop be conducted regularly to standardize the safety 
requirements. 
 Annex II of safety recommendations for deck vessels be dove tailed to have 
design strength and fittings. 
 LSA and safety gears be given special emphasis as per the fishing operations.  
g. Stability inspection.  To meet stability standards such as SOLAS ones, fishing 
authorities should conduct regular inspection of fishing boats.  
h. Decent Working. To promote the decent working for occupation humans at sea. 
MFD is to review national law for fishers in the light of ILO, C188 convention 
recommendations for fishing sector. 
i. Training of Fisher. MFD with the support of MMD and local partners should revitalize 
the compulsory training of fishers.  
j. Implementation of COLREG and MARPOL. Basics of COLREGs and MARPOL must 
be included in training scheme for all crew particularly for nakhuda/ skipper in order to be 
certified.  
k. SAR and Fisher. To facilitate SAR, it is strongly recommended that competent 
authorities should ensure provision of suitable communication means and networks to fishing 
boats. 
l. Community Based Management. The establishment of community base mechanism 
can attribute in developing joint cooperation with the help of local fishing community. This 
venture can play a vital role towards policy-making, risk assessment, research and 
development of the coastal resources. These efforts can shift the burden from the fisheries 
management and further develop the confidence in the community. Different data or records 
can be effectively gathered on daily basis for onwards assessment of the stock, market trend, 
economic/ social status, demand/ supply and any exploitation to control.  
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APPENDIX A – Questionnaire Survey Forms 
 
Instructions one - Letter to the Respondents 
Dear Respondent,  
Thank you for taking the time to consider the attached questionnaire. Kindly take approximately 
30 minutes of your time to answer the questions below and provide your contact information for 
any additional clarification and explanation of your response. 
 
The purpose of the questionnaire is to collect data for a Master of Science Dissertation at the 
World Maritime University (WMU) about SAFETY IN FISHERY SECTOR OF PAKISTAN - 
EXPLORATORY RESEARCH in Pakistan with emphasis in lack of registration of fishing boats. 
The World Maritime University (WMU) is the apex educational institution of the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO). 
 
Data derived from this questionnaire is solely for the purpose of the dissertation and we hereby 
assure complete confidentiality. Your name (if given) will be anonymised in the final report. 
Further, the anonymised data will be stored until of October 2017 after which the electronic files 
will be deleted and hard papers copies will be shredded. 
 
We consider you an important part of this survey. Your participation—though purely voluntary—is 
critical to the success of the survey and is very much appreciated. If you have any questions, you 
are welcome to send them to Mirza Zeeshan Baig using the following address for a prompt reply:  
 
Email: S17056@wmu.se 
 
Thank You 
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  ہمانلاوس ےئل ےک ںوریگ یہام  Questionnaire for fishermen  
Date ____/_____/ 2017                                            Place (گج) 
_____________________ 
PART A - GENERAL 
Respondent Profile (لئافورپ یک اعدم) 
1. Name (مان)/ _________________________________________             Optional (یرایتخا) 
2. Please Indicate Your Gender   Male [    ] Female [    ]      (if any) 
(ںیرک تحاضو یک سنج ینپا ینابرہم ہارب)  
3. Please click in your Age:     (ںیرک کلک رمع ینابرہم ہارب) 
a.   Under 18       [   ]  b.  18 - 25            [       ] 
c.    25 -  35                [       ] d.  35 - 45            [       ] 
e.    51 - 60                 [       ]  f.   61+                 [       ] 
4. Please indicate your position in fishing (تحاضو یک تمزلام یک پآ ینابرہم ہارب) 
a. Owner of Boat Only ( لام ےک یتشکک )   [              ] 
b. Owner and Nakhuda (کلام/ Nakhuda)  [  ] 
c. Nakhuda/ Skipper Only    [   ] 
d. Crew/ Worker (نکراک / ےلمع ےک یتشک)    [               ] 
e. Other      [   ]  
______________________________________________________________ 
5. Since when you are in fishing profession? (ےس بک ںیہ ںیم ےشیپ ےک یریگ یہام پآ)  
a. 00 - 1 year  [ ] b. 1 - 2 years  [ ] 
c. 2 - 5 years  [ ] d. 5 - 10 years  [ ] 
e. 10 + years  [ ] 
6.  What is the size of your fishing boat (?یک یتشک ریگ یہام زئاس) 
 a. 00 - 16 Feet  [ ] b. 16 - 30 Feet  [ ] 
 c. 30 - 36 Feet  [ ] d. 36 +   [ ] 
7.  What was your previous Profession before fishing?(اھت ایک ہشیپ ہقباس ےک پآ ےلہپ ےس یریگ یہام) 
____________________________________________________________ 
8. Do you have signed agreement/ contract with your employer (owner) of fishing boat? 
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)ںیہ ےئک طختسد رپ ہدہاعم / ےدہاعم ھتاس ےک )کلام( رجآ ےنپا ےک یتشک ریگ یہام پآ( 
  Yes  [ ] or No [ ] 
9.  Is your contract permanent or daily voyage/ wages? ( ترجا / رفس ہنازور ای لقتسم یک ہدہاعم ےک پآ
ےہ؟) 
  Daily/Voyage basis [ ] or  Permanent employer [ ] 
10. Do you have any insurance covering you in case of any accident? ( یک ےثداح یھب یسک وک پآ
ےہ یک سنروشنا یھب یسک ںیم تروص.)? 
  Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
PART B - REGISTRATION OF FISHING BOATS 
11. Is fishing boat you are working/ employed on registered? (ےہ ایک جاردنا اک یتشک ریگ یہام) 
  Yes [ ] or  No [ ] 
If Yes (From which department, it is registered) (ےہ ڈرٹسجر ہی ،ےس فرط یک ہمکحم سج) 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
12. Do you have any evidence of fishing boat registration onboard? ( یک یتشک ریگ یہام پآ
ےہ توبث یئوک اک نشیرٹسجر) 
  Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
13.  Date of issuance of fishing boat registration? (خیرات یک ارجا ےک نشیرٹسجر یتشک ریگ یہام) 
a. If Registered____________________________________________ 
b. Not Registered__________________________________________ 
c. Not Available___________________________________________ 
14. What are the main problems for the registration of fishing boats ( یک ںویتشک یریگ یہام
ہ ایک لئاسم مہا ےیل ےک نشیرٹسجرںی ?) 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
__________________ 
15. What do you suggest to improve the registration of fishing boat? رتہب نشیرٹسجر یک یتشک  پآ ایک
ںیہ ےترک زیوجت ےئل ےک ےنانب) 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
16. Do you have fishing permit/ license? ( م تسرد وک پآےہ سنسئلا / ٹمرپ یریگ یہا ؟) 
  Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
If yes, what are the limitations____________________________________________?  
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PART C - SURVEY OF SHIP 
17. Has your ship been ever surveyed by authorities or anyone else? (ےک یتشک ریگ یہام پآ hull 
 ےئارکےورسےئگ ) 
a. Never Surveyed(ںیہن یھبک ایک ےورس) [ ]  
b. One year ago    [ ] 
c. 2 - 5 years ago   [ ] 
d. 5 years +    [ ] 
 
If yes, then please write 
By which department (ںیرک تحاضو یک ہمکحم) 
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
PART D - TRAINING AND SAFETY 
18. Have you been trained in fishing operation at school or any institution? 
 )ےہ یئگ ید تیبرت ںیم نشیرپآ یریگ یہام ںیم ےرادا یھب یسک ای لوکسا وک پآ( 
Yes [ ] or  No [ ] 
If yes, then please Name the institution/ school (مان اک لوکس / ےرادا) 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
19. Have you been familiarized with your work and safety by nakhuda/ skipper or owner 
onboard fishing boat? ( لھچم پآےس زاہج ،یتشک یلاو ےنڑکپ ی  Nakhuda  ےس ماک ےک پآ ےس فرط یک کلام ای
ںیہ ےکچ وہ فقاو) 
 Yes [ ]  or  No  [ ]  
20. What are the safety related means or equipment on your fishing boat? 
 ).ںیہ زرئیگ / تامادقا یتظافح ںیم یتشک یلاو ےنڑکپ یلھچم پآ ایک( 
a. Communication sets  
Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
b. Life Saving Appliance   (تلاآ ےک تچب یک یگدن/زسٹکیج فئلا) 
Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
 
c.  Any Firefighting equipment available  (ےہ بایتسد ناماس اک اناھجب گآ ھچک؟) 
Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
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21. What are the main safety issues towards improvement of safety? ( مہا فرط یک یرتہب یک تظافح
ںیہ ایک لئاسم) 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PART E - ACCIDENTS AND SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) 
22. Have you ever witness any accident at sea? (Personal injury, Collision, Sinking or Fire) 
(ایگ وہ ٹنڈیسکیا یھب یسک ںیم ردنمس وک نکر ےک ےلمع یھب یسک ای ےہ ہدہاشم یھبک ےن پآ ایک) 
Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
23. What type of accident you have suffered at sea? (ےہ اڑپ اناھٹا ناصقن اک مسق سک ےثداح پآ) 
_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________ 
24. Have you ever rescued anyone/crew at sea? (وک یسک یھبک ےن پآ ایک rescued ںیم ردنمس ایک) 
Yes [ ] or No [ ] 
25. Do you have any idea of Search and Rescue operations in Pakistan? ( ںیم ؤاچب روا شلات پآ
ںیہ ےتناج ھچک ےس) 
Yes [ ] or No [ ]  
If yes then write, which department is responsible for SAR in Pakistan 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
26. Please write Suggestions to improve fishing in Pakistan. (ںیرک ھکل زیواجت / ےرصبت یھب یسک) 
 
(Thank you for filling out and completing this questionnaire) 
 
 
